The Tale of Two
SharePoint Users
®

WHY CHOOSE BAMBOO®?
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Ben and Stan work for two different companies in
the same building and, unbeknownst to them, share many similarities.
They both love cucumber sandwiches and are well-versed in SharePoint®,
relying on the tool heavily in their day-to-day activities. There is one
difference, though: Ben uses solutions from Bamboo. Stan doesn’t.
Let’s see what difference that makes in their days.

WITH BAMBOO

WITHOUT BAMBOO

Calendar Plus

Ben’s customized, color-coded
unified calendar ensures that he is
always on track with his projects.

Having to manage multiple
disjointed calendars, Stan feels
like he’s always playing catch-up
in his projects.

Alert Plus

Thanks to the Alert Plus filtering
feature, Ben immediately saw an
alert on the latest revision of a
crucial presentation.
He is now in the process of
finalizing the document.

The alert on the presentation is
lost among Stan’s many
notifications. He is still waiting on
his manager to let him know he
has provided Stan with feedback.

File Share Library

Through File Share Library, Ben
has access to the relevant and
up-to-date documents he needs,
all organized in a familiar
File Explorer view.

Stan is clicking through folders
and asking co-workers
to send him documents to
gather the necessary data
for the presentation.

Chart Plus

With perfectly formatted,
interactive charts embedded into
his team’s SharePoint site, Ben
successfully presents his
data-informed ideas to the
leadership team.

Stan spent too much time figuring
out his charting tools and could
not prepare with a visually
appealing presentation.
He is now having a hard time
winning over the leadership team.

Ben is enjoying his cucumber
sandwich and casually coming up
with some great ideas —
just like the one he had about
choosing Bamboo.

Stan doesn’t have time for luxuries
like food and he is stuck in his
office, frustrated for not having an
easier way to get work done.

THE MORAL OF THE STORY?
DON'T BE LIKE STAN, GO WITH BAMBOO.
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